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Introduction · _ 
Purpose of  the guidelit:tes 
The main aim of the Union's structural and cohesion polides is to help reduce economic 
and social_ disparities. T,hey support national and regional policies in the weakest regions 
and ori national and regional labour markets. While it isprimarily the responsibility of the 
Member States and r:egions  to define their- priorities for  developm~nt, tl_!_e  part-financing 
of programmes by the  European  Union  requires  that  account  to  be  taken·  also  of 
Community priorities; in  order.'to :pr<;>mote  the Community dimension of economic and 
social cohesion. 
Therefore, in accordance.with Article 10 (3) of Council Regulation (E;C) N°  ??/99 laying 
down  general -provisions  on  the  Structural  Funds,  the  Commission  has  ad~pted the 
following broad, indicative  guidelines_ on  relevant  and  agreed  Community policies  in 
relation to the objectives of the funds. The guidelines seek to help national and regional-
authorities  to  prepare  their -program!J1ing  strategies  for  Objectives  1,  2  and  3  of the 
Structural  Funds and  their links· with  the  Cohesion  Fund.  Their aim  is  to  set  out  the 
priorities  of _the  Commission based both on  past experience in  the  impiementation of 
programmes arid on current Conununit'y. policies for structural assistance. These priorities 
should help ensure the  best possible  use  of Community assistance at  the national  and 
regional level. The present_docurrient formalises the draft guidelines adopted aiready by 
the Corirmission on 3 February 1999:  . 
Programming of assistance from the Structural Funds for the period 2000-2006 will  be 
implemented under each of the three objectives in conformity with the new regulation;·  ·-. 
Nevertheless, the guidelines are presented on the· basis of thematic priorities for they must 
-be taken into account under each· of the objectives in varying degrees  according to the · 
specific situations ofthe Member States and r~gions.'  -
Economic and social cohesion: growth and competitlvimes~ for employment 
.  -
In part thanks ·to support from the Structural Funds and the Cohesion Fund since the 1988 
reform,  there are  now  clear signs of economic and social-convergence,  particulirrly. in 
those regions whose deveiopment is lagging behind and so are eligible under Objective -1. 
However, -substantial  gaps  between. the  regions  still  remain  and  require  attention;  in 
regional incoines, infrastructure and human capital endowments and the competitiveness 
of enterprises.  Furthermore, despite the fall- in .unemployment rates  in  the Union, the 
·overall level or unemployment and its region-al  disparities remain at unacceptable levels.· 
Job-creation is therefore still the main structural challenge· facing the Union. 
-The  next  generation  of.  programmes· must  help  to  continue  the  reduction  of all  such . 
dispanties and f~ establish the conditions which will assure the long temi development of 
the  regions,  for  it  is- only  through -support  for  sustainable  growth' and:  improved 
competitiveness'in the regions that employment will be fostered and maintained. 
1  --
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. I The European Employment Strategy 
The crevelopment of appropriate strategies for promoting  job-cre~tion will be facilitated 
by the implementation of the Member States' National Action Plans for Employment as 
required by the European Employment Strategy provided for in the Amsterdam Treaty. 
These. plans, drawn- up on the basis of common Employment Guidelines adopted by the 
Council,  will  serve  as  the  overall ·framework  for  meB;sures  to  support  employment 
policies uncrer the Structural Funds, and in particular the European Social Fund. 
Th~  conditions for investment and the impact of EMU 
The efforts of the Member States to maintain macro-economic stability will be important 
in  creating .the  appropriate conditions for investment. .As  this  will  involve continuing 
budgetary  discipline, the  need  for  a  high  level- of  public  investment,  especially  in 
infrastructure, may require  some restructuring of government expenditure.· Appropriate 
means  to leverage budgetary 'expenditure through private sector 'part financing  should 
also be explored.  · 
For regions within the euro area, economic and monetary union (EMU) further increases 
integration· in'  ,the  Single  Market  for  which  diversified  economic  structures,  an 
entrepreneuriaJ  environmel)t  and  a  working  population  adapted  to  the  needs  of 
competition within the Union are  more essential than ever.  The regional  programmes 
must take account of this.  · 
Two horizontal-principles: sustainable development-and equal opportunities 
.  ·Under the· Treaty -of Amsterdam, the Union's financial instruments are required to work, 
simultaneously and in the long-term interest, towards economic growth, social cohesion 
and- the · protection  of  the  environment;  in  other  words,  sustainable  development. 
Furthermore,  the ·European  Council at  Vienna has  confirmed the  political  priority of 
integrating  the  environment  in  structural  and  agricultural  policies  in  the  context  of 
Agenda  2000. · This  ·means  that  environmental  considerations,  and  in  particular 
compliance with ·community environmental  and nature protection  legislation,  must be 
incorporated  into  the ··definition· and  implementation  of measures  supported  by  the 
Structural Funds and the Cohesion Fund. That will also help the. Union ·comply with its 
international commitments such as those concerning climate change given at Kyoto. 
· Equality for men and women is a basic democratic principle underpinned by the Treaty of 
Amsterdam. Its incorporation into all policies is no longer an option but an obligation. In 
this  context,  an  overall  mainstre~ng approach  for  equal · opportunities  must  be 
introduced into all Structural Funds programming. This involves both efforts to promote 
equality and specific measures to help women and the mobilisation of all general policies 
by actively and openly taking into account at the planning stage their possible effects on 
the respective situationof women and rrien. 
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Effectiveness enbanced by a strategic approach and partnership 
An  integrat~d" ·approach  ·to  development  and  conversion  mus~  be  reflected  in 
programming methods i:n order to make the system of implementation more effective_, 
.On  the  one  hand,  the  identification  of integrated  strategies .  for  development  and 
conversio~ which make the greatesfpossible use of synergies between the priorities,and 
measures tQ realise a coherent vision will be ·an initial condition to be met in the plans· to 
be  drawn  up ;;by ·the  Member)~tates. These  integrated  multi-annual  strategies  must 
concentrate  on  three  main  priorities:  increasing  the  competitiveness  of  regional 
economies,  in  order  to  create  sustainable  jobs;  increasing · employment  and  soci'al 
cohesion,  chiefly  through  the  upgrading  of  human  resources,  and  urban  and. rural 
development in the context of a balanced European territory .. -
Furthermore, the creation of a decentralised, effective and br;oad'·partnership is a key 
factor in  the success of structural programmes. Partnership, involving upgrading· of the 
partners' skills where appropriate, maximises synergies, increases the' commitment of all 
involved at regional and local level and calls on a wide range of financial and intellectual 
· contributions, principally.through the system of global grants. 
Structure and analytical basis for the guidelines 
The guidelines which follow  are structured ·on  the basis of the three strategic priorities 
mentioned  above:  first,  regional  competitiveness,  secondly,  social  cohesion  and 
employrrieilt  and,  thirdly,  the  dev'elopment of].lrban  and  rural  areas  (inCluding  specific 
actions for fisheries areas). In addition, they take fiJll  account of the analysis contained in 
the  6th  Petiodic  Report on  the  sod~tl and economic  situation  and development of the 
· regions.  Fimtlly,  they are  illustrated with  a .number of key examples of good practice 
from the current ( 1994-99) programmes. 
It  is  the .  firm  view  of the  Commission  that  ~these indicative  guidelines  can  make. a 
valuable  cqntribution  to  the  identification  ·of  coherent  and  balanced  development 
priorities for the_ next round of·program'mes:  - · ·· -· 
\. 
'1 
'3 PART 1:  CONDITIONS FOR GROWTH AND EMPLOYMENT : REGIONAL 
. COMPETITIVENESS 
I  Creating the basic conditions for regional competitiveness 
If  the objectives of improved regional competitiveness and a greater employment content. 
of growth  are  to  be  achieved,  appropriate  framework  conditions  and  an  environment  . 
conducive .to entrepreneurial activity inust be promoted in  the. regions. This means that 
·enterprises  must have  avaihible,  in  order to  maximise  output and employment,  a full 
range of indirect supports, in sectors such as physical infrastructure, telecommunications 
and information technology, and research; technological development an~  innovation. 
The following  general  considerations should govern  assistance for  the development of 
these sectors: 
- Investments in transport, energy and telecommunications infrastructure supported by 
the  ERDF  and  the  EIB  should. place  particular  emphasis  on · connections  and 
interconnections  with. the  trans-European  Networks  (TENs)  where  they  need  to  be 
completed. 
- In  the  Member  States  eligible  for  the  Cohesion·  Fund,  there  should  be  full  co-
ordination between  assistance froin  the· Fund, the ERDF and,  where appHcable,  the  . 
EIB.  . 
Yihere  appropriate,  partnership  between  the  public  and  private  sectors  in  the 
development of infrastructure and the' provision of services should be encouraged (see · 
box on financial engineering). 
- In all cases, the programme  authoritie~ ~hould  ensure that the assistance granted is in 
conformity with Community competition rules. 
A. Transport infrastructure: i~proving_networks and systems 
· Efficient transport  networks  and  systems  have  an  integral  role' to  play  in  supporting 
economic  development.  The  business  sector needs  to  have reliable  and  cost-effective 
access to markets for' inputs and outputs, while citizens .need good  pass~nger transport 
services for access to jobs, training, sho~ping and leisure. 
Therefore,  future  regional  development  programmes  should promote  itr~provements to 
transport that remove constraints faced hy business and passengers while taking account 
of the substantial  progress that  ~ill already have  been  made  by  the end of the  current 
programming period under the Structural and Cohesion Funds. Such investments should 
·  · seek  to  reduce  transport  costs,  congestion  and  travel  times,  and  improve  net~ork 
capacity, perfoimance and service quality, including safety. 
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Transport priorities  for  the  next· period - In  particular in  the  less  developed  regions  -
should .:_ont_rib1,1te to efficiency, modal  bal~m::e, accessibility and sustainability: 
.  - .  . 
. •  Efficiency:  Despite  progress  to  date,  there  is  a  continuing  need  to  improve  the· 
efficiency of the transport system. In many cases, this wilJ  involve the modernisation 
- and upgrading of transport infrastructure. It is equally impoqant, however, to promote 
better  management  of. the  transport  system.  This  can  include  the  development  of 
Intelligent  Transport  Systems  and  -actions "promoting  interoperability  through · 
harmonisation  of technical  standards.  The  final  result  should be  the  integration  of 
different  transport· modes .  into  coherent  transport -systems  for  the  movement  of  . 
passengers and freight.  . 
•  ~ Modal  balance:· Cur:rently,'  the·  greater  part  of investment  in  tra~sport from  the 
Structural and Cohesion Funds is directed. to the road transport.sector. There is scope 
for a better balance in the allocation between ·transport modes of the funding available 
during the next programming period. Balance is also required between major transport 
projects and smaller-scale local improvements iri transport systems. in ge11eral, priority 
should be given to the development of coherent inter-modal and combined transport 
systems, including the developmen~ of transfer nodes. - ' 
•  Accessibility:  Where  appropriate,' transport  programmes  should reflect  the  need  to  _ 
improve regional accessibility. In addition to assistance to complete the TENs on the 
territory of the eli'gible regions, the secondary connections to these networks are also 
important. Finally, account must always be .t-aken of the access needs of people with 
mobility handicaps.  · ·  ·  · 
•  Sustainability: Community funding in  the  transport sector should be embedded in 
consistent strategies adopted by the _Member States for achieving sustainable transport 
systems, .and  this  necessarily  invqlyes  both  reducing  the  environmental  impact  of 
transport and encouraging a shift to the use of more sustainable forms of transport. In 
particular,  regional  development . programmes. have  to  be  consistent  with  the 
Community's  commitment  to reduce  greenhouse  gas  emiss,jons, .  ~nd t_hjs  requires 
particular efforts in the road and air transport sectors. · ·  ::;:. 
·In  the  Member States  eligible  for. the  Cohesion  Fund,  there  is  a  need  for  the  closest 
·possible co-ordinatiop be~ween its assistance and that of the ERDF. The Cohesion· Fund 
also has an important role to play in the implementation of the trans-European transport· 
· networks with  particular regard to  the network corridors  and .nodes  that 'Will  have the 
maximum impact on cohesion. The concentration of support-from the Cohesion Fund on· 
such projects is a major priority.  .  ' 
,. 
Out~ide the  less  developed regions,  the  EU is,  in  general,  well  equipped  with  basic 
transport. infrastructure, although there are some rural areas and areas where the terrain is 
'particularly difficult' where gaps  in  provision remain, as  well  as  some shortcomings iri 
urban  public transport networks.  Investment in  transport infrastructure should in  such 
cases be limited and focus  largely on  small-scale projects. In  this regard, the ERDF, in 
co-ordination  where  appropnate  with .  the  Em, could focus  on  the  following  actions: 
providing  local  links  to  improve · intra-regional  or  local . access;  improving  the 
.  / 
5 
·/ compatibility and interoperability of transport infrastructure; developing inter-modal and 
· transfer nodes, and supporting urban and regional public transport systems  . 
. - ·.  .  .,  . 
Multi-modal transport systems 
Multi-modal transport  syste~s play an  important part in  the Objective 2  p~ogrammes in the  ~etherlands. 
For instance, in the case of the Arnhem-Nijmegen area, which is situated in  the province of Gelderland in 
the east of the  country, a central  location and  the  presence of major European  transport arteries  in  the 
vicinity put the region's transport and  d~stribution functions at the centre of its development strategy. The 
first  priority of the  programme  is  therefore .  to  increase  the  multi-modal  efficiency of the  region.  This 
featured in the  1994~96 programme, and was continued into the second programming peri~d.l997-99, when 
tlie  measlire  was  somewhat broadened to  include related  infrastructure  in  the  transport, distribution and 
logistic sectors, including developing and improving business areas around the ''EuroTradePort". 
B.  \  Energy: networks, efficiency and renewable resources ·. 
The promotion of sustainable regional development depends. on an  efficient, diversified 
and competitive energy sector in order to enhance the security, flexibility and quality of 
energy supply and reduce energy costs.  ' 
In the less: developed ~egions, investmeryts under the Structural F~nds should concentrate 
on: 
I  , 
• · Energy networks: The development of energy transmission  infrastructure  helps  to 
reduce  dependency  on  a  given  external  supplier  and  the  effects  of  isolation, 
particularly in the most remote regions. Therefore, completing interconnections, with 
special  emphasis  o.n  the  TENs, improving electricity grids  and  the  completion and 
improvement of gas transmissio'n and distribution networks are priorities. In particular, 
priority s~ould be given to interconnections that will contribu,te to the opening up  of 
the  electricity  and  gas  markets  and  that  will  be  operated  in  accordance  with  the 
competition rules of  the Treaty 
•  Energy  efficiency:  More  effiCient  use·  of  energy  must  be  encouraged  through 
lechnologies capable of achieving substantial Overall cost reductions and red~ctions in 
energy  intensity. 'In  order  to  avoid  unnecessary  increases  in  energy  production 
capacity, measures should initial1y focus  on  the demand side:  targeted aid could be 
used  to  promote  the  production  of energy-efficient  equipment,  its  acquisition  by 
·  SMEs, and the use of such equipment in households and public buildings. Support for 
.  ·investment  by  industry  in  energy-efficient  and  innovative  technologies,  such  as 
Combined Heat  and  Power  (CHP)  or cooling  and  power,  could  be  coupled  with 
voluntary agreements, energy audits, the use of labelling and best practice initiatives. 
Investment .  in energy efficient technologies can usefully be aCCOII)panied  by related· 
training measures. 
•  ·Renewable energy  sources:  Investment  in  renewable  energy  sources  favours  the 
development of local 'resources ·and contributes  to  the reduction  of dependency on 
energy imports while at the. same time creating new local job opportunities. Targeted 
aid could be used to promote the acquisition of renewable energy equipment in SMEs, 
for instance in the tourism 'sector,. where there is ·considerable' potentfal for the use of 
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-renewables. In this regard, the Commissimi's '"White paper on a Community .Strategy 
'  .  . 
and Action Plan for Renewable Energy Sources",calls on-Member States to guarantee-
that at least 12% of the global-budget of the energy sub-:programmes is used to support 
·renewable energy sources.: 
Outside  its  less  developed. regions;  the  Community is'  in  general_ well  equipped with 
infrastructure. for energy production. ·Consequently, investment here would tend to focus· 
on  small.,scale  innovative  infrastructure· projects,  Priorities  include  investments  to 
promote the u~e of renewable .energy sources, inves't:tnent aid for reducing S02 and C02 
emissions, the use of energy audits and the promotion of -efficient energy -management in 
SME.s, towns -and· cities. In this context, greater use could be made of local-and regional 
'  .  .  .  . 
em;rgy agencies.· 
Alternative energy source 
The ,installat,ion of 20 wind  generators, each  ~ith a capacity-of  2.5kw on  the  island of Desirade 
(region  of Guadeloupe)  at  an  altitude  of '270  metres  facing  the  open  sea  allows  electri¢ity 
prod~ction from wind power catering fo~ up to 80 percent of the rieeds of the·island. This facility, 
situated  in  a tourist  zone,  also  allows an annual  saving of some· 220  tonnes  of fuel  oil ·and  is 
environmentally-friendly: little nc~ise and no pollution.  ·  · 
A renewable energy project in Austria 
Renewabl~ energy  projects  have  been  an  innovative  component  of many  rural  devclopment 
programmes c~~financed by the-Structural Funds. For example, in Zalins (Tirol, Austria), the rural 
qevelopment programme is  supporting  a comprehensive renewable energy  str.ategy  for  a  small 
isolated conuriunity. The project includes a system for providing heat and electricity based ·on the. 
burning of waste:wood  ch~ps. For the future,  there are plans toinstalt' solar heating systems. The 
energyis.us,ed both  for  economic  actiyity- in  silos  for  stocklng-primary prodi!cts- and for 
domestic purpose's, .  ,  , 
C.  Telecommunications: towards the' information society 
The rapid development of the· information  society has opened up new  possibilitie~ for 
.  economic  development.  It.  has  widened  the  location  a!  options· of firms·  and  can  help -
regionsdncluding.remote and:rura1 communities, to attract and retain activities that.make 
a~ import:ant c;ontnblitionto high-~·uality employment .·  ·  · 
An effic:ient basic telecommunications infrastructure .is  a .key  req\lirement for access  ~o 
the infor_mation  sqciety. However, the role of public· support is perhaps less central than 
for other types of infrastructur¥ since, even in  less·Javoured;regions, investment in the 
teiecommunications sector is potentially profitable. in most .cases. It should therefore be 
financed  in~nly-hy the_telecom operators'  o~nresources or by borrowing, if appropriate 
· through the Em.  ·  ·  ···  ·  ·  · 
W.hen public grant support for the telecom sector is considered necessary~ it mustfoUow-
tr~sparent  ,rules aimed at preventing distortion of competition while,' at the.  same time,  '. 
_allowing  public  resources  to  be  directed ,towards  areas  where  investment  would. not  . 
otherwise be forthcoming under market copditions. Public subsidy is generally justified 
only where there are no ryew  competitive fixed-link providers, the existing infrastructure -
is. incapable of supporting modem standards of 'voice arid data communications and the . 
necessary· invest~ent  in upgrading of fixed networks,  W()Uld not otperwise take place. 
.  )  7 . I 
The  development  of  the  information  society  ts  not  just  a  question  of  providing 
appropriate  hardware  hut of integ·rating  technology  in  a coherent policy to  exploit the 
benefits  - economic,  social  and  cultural  - 'or  the  communication  arid  information 
revolution. Therefore,  interventions  financed  by  the  Structural  Funds should  maximise 
the  real  business  benefits  of the"  information  society  for  commercial  organisations  -
especially SMEs - while also encouraging and  facilitating  the expioitation of the  new 
information networks by the private citizen. This should indude actions aimed at: 
e  Stimulation of new services ~nd  h~novativc applications. Important fields  include 
eleCtronic commerce and the exploitation of the Internet  <,~.s  a business tool, including 
!:he  development of Electronic Data IntercJ:lange  (EDI),  as  weH  as  applications that 
facilitate .teleworking.  There  are  also  potential  benefits· for  public  administration, 
including the provision ofpublic services and information through electrqnic means. 
Alongside  these  efforts,  awareness  and  competence  raising  through  -pilot  and 
demonstratiot;t actions including broad consultation exercises in.v.olving large sections 
of the  local population, transfer of technology and lnfonmition Society. experiences 
and best practices between local administrations, 'ro_ad-show' campaigns, etc. are also 
important. 
•  Equipping potential users. Education and training .is a key requiremeilt for bui.lding 
up the skills whjch allow new economic activities to flourish and user's  to·  maximise 
the  benefits  of the  information  society.· This  includes  tcle-education-' and  distance 
. learning through electronic means  (multimedia packages,  'education/entertainfl1ent' 
applications, etc.). Raising the le.vel  of skills in  the business sector through training 
·and education is also essential.  '  ··  · 
Public support for telecommunications in,frastructure in an open market 
In  Ireland,·  the  competiti-ve·  environment  brought  about  . by . the·  liberalisation.  of  the 
telecommunications market was not sufticient to ensure :provision of  advanced telecommunications 
infrastructure, e.g. broadband, in  peripheral or uneconomic regi(ins. This justified an intervention 
of the ERDF.by way of an open tendering process which allowed all telecommunications providers 
to compete, on ·an equal footing, for grant support for the provision of infrastructure in accordance 
with certaincriteria set down in advance. This competitive. tendering process ensured that  proj~cts 
which would not otherwise be carried out, i(judged purely on commercial criteria alone, :would. go 
ahead,-thus ensuring that peri_pheral  areas could now fully  participate in  the information society. 
The consequent upgradjng of infnistructure has meant that more town~ and villages will n·ow  have 
'the capacity to participate _in  the information· age and thus replicate the success of Ennis, .Ireland's 
first  information age town. This pilot project· was established as  a  tcst-hed  to  see what happens 
when citizeri.s have· full access to advanced cor'rtmuriications services. 
Competitiveness for farmers through telematics · 
A small but successf~l project in mid-finland organised by the ~unicipality of Joutsa offers some 
fifty  local  farmers training and  assistance to  make  better use of their PCs. The parlicipants are 
receiving - according to their knowledge - basic  training or advanced courses on computerised 
business management, production planning, networking. Some learn. to combine their farmjng job 
with distance working., The total budget for  this one-yetir project is--about  130,000 euro of whi.ch 
60% is financed by the Structural Ft,mds.  ·  · 
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D.  Infrastructure for a high-quality environment 
The. recent  report of the  European  Environment  Agency  'Europe's  Environment:  Th~ 
Second Assessment' shows that there have been  substantial reductions in most countries 
in  the  emissions of substances  with  a negative impact on the environment and human 
·health.  Nevertheless,  the  European environment remains  under threat,  principally with 
. regard to water, air and soil quality. Therefore, environmental infrastructure needs to. be .. · 
. const,ructeq or upgraded, especially in the  Jess developed regions, notleast because high 
quality environmental"infrastructure constitutes  an  important factor for  regional. socio-
economic development. 
.  . 
The Structural Funds and the Cohesion Fund should, as a priority, assist compliance with 
the  environmental  standards  est~blished  in  the  relevant  Community  Directives,  in 
particular  with  regard· to  water  and  waste  management.  Also,  in  the  Member States 
eligible for  the 'Cohesion  Fund,  there  should  be ·full  co-ordination  between  assistance 
from· the Fund and that frorp  the ERDF. Finally, in  areas  prone to  danger from natural 
disast¢rs, such as floods, preventive Civil protection measures should be encouraged. 
The specific priorities with regard to the water and waste management sectors during the 
next prognimming period are as follows: 
~  Water:  Environmental  infrastructure  in  this  sector  should  ensure  the  supply  of 
. adequate  amounts  of· drinking water and the  collection1  treatment and discharge. of 
. urban ·waste water.  Projects should be. consistent with the principles of the• proposed -
Water Framework Directive; the adoption ofwhich is expected in  1999.  · 
.With Tespect  to  drinking  water,  there .  should  be  more  emphasis  on  increasing  the 
efficiency of existing infrastructure with  a view ~io limiting los.ses  (leakages) and to 
improving quality at the consumer'stap.  .  .  . 
.  .  . 
In  the context of the design of urban waste'·water systems, special attention· must be 
. . paid to the. following: the location of discharge points and the impact of discharges on 
··-the ·environment, sustainable disposal of sewage sludge produced by water treatment  ·• 
\  and the management ofrun-off water and storm-water overflows. .  . 
An important issue in regard-to water services is the· need for proper pricing to reflect 
..  the  real  scarcity  of and  demand  for  water.  Particul~r attention  should  be  paid  to  · 
integrated water projects, whiCh  should take account of water quality as_ well as water 
quantity at the ri  verbasin level, including the trans-national dimension  ... 
.. •  Waste ·management: This  concern  the ·man~gement  ·and disposal .  of solid,  urban, 
industrial and.-hazardous wastes, ·according to C.ommunity policy and legislation (e.g  .. 
the  Community··  strategy  for. waste  management,  waste  framework  Directive, 
· hazardous waste Directive; Regulation on shipment of waste, ·etc.). Funding of waste. 
infrastructure  should  follow  the  established  hierarchy  of principles:  prevention  of 
waste production and its harmful impact; recovery of waste by means of recycling, re- · 
use or, reclamation and safe final disposal, limited to waste for which .no po_ssibility of 
recovery exists. 
9  --
·...,  :_ .... A central feature of the waste Directives is the requirement for Member States to draw 
up  waste  management  plans  covering  their  whole  territory.  The  adoption  of such 
· phins,  which  elaborate  a  strategy· to  meet  the  concrete  objectives  of national  and 
regional. waste policies, should,be a pre-requisite for any Community funding of waste 
management infrastructure. Preference should be given  •. where it 'is envirollmC?ntally 
sound, to the recovery of material over energy recovery operations.  · 
Contaminated  sites  such  as  old· landfills  and  unauthorised  discharges  of  wastes 
.constitute a considerable threat for the environment and for human activities. Member 
Statessh()uld addre'ss this issue by introducing appropriate clean-up measures. 
Waste-water treatment 
An  interesting  waste-water  collection· and  treatment  project  being  part-financed  in  Cagliari,  Sardinia, 
.combiJ:}es three important aspects: recycling, conservation and environmental benefits. First, the treatment 
system  permits  the reuse of Cagliari's  wastewater  for  irrigation  during  the. summer  months.  Secondly, 
during the other months of the year, after further tre~tment to minimise phosphates, the water is stocked in 
an  existing  fresh-water  reservoir.  From there  it  will  be used  during  periods  of water  shortage  due  to 
drought. Thirdly, besides !he environmental interest arising from the integrated nature of the project,"there 
are further. environmental benefits because the wastewater is no longer disposed of in the Mediterranean. 
Reclamation of contaminated sites 
Pollution in the five new Utnderand eas.tern Berlin has been  co~siderable. Water contamination, air and 
soil polluti~n has been at high levels, notably beca~se of the lack of legislative protection and concentration 
on short-term economic  goals  under  the ·former centrally planned  system.  The task  of cleaning up  the 
environment is immense. European financial  support makes a contribution to  tackling resulting structural 
problems in some areas,  thus contributing to  the improvement of the quality of locations. The measures 
often take the form of decontamination and reclamation of industrial sites and military sites.  In Parchim 
(Mecklenburg-Vorpommern),  the  ERDF  has  contributed  to  the -decontamination  and  conversion  of 
aband()ned  military  installations. ·The measures  included  the  dismantling of a  huge  fuel  depot and  the 
subsequent decontamination and upgrading of ground water on. a former military airport by an  innovative 
and cost-effective technique.  Thus, the intervention  has  elimina!ed  the  threats  for ·the environment and 
created the conditions for the establishment of a business park.  . 
...  ; 
., 
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APPLICATION OF THE POLLUTER-PAYS PRINCIPLE 
It  is  clearly established that  the  polluter-pays  principle should  apply horizontally  in  the  implementation  of all 
·community policies. Therefore, the Commission's proposals for  the reform of the Structural Funds and  revision 
.of the  Cohesion  Fund  include  provisions  to  apply .. the  polluter-pays  principle  in  the  operation  of the  Funds. 
Currently, application of the principle varies considerably between the  Member States and,  without a  coherent 
and homogeneous Community-wide framework, there is  a danger of unequal treatment in the implementation of 
Community funding.  ·  ·  · 
The Commission will therefore present in the near future- in a technical paper separate from these guidelines- a 
framework for the application of the, polluter-pays principle. This will operate mainly through the differentiation 
of·rates of assistance for  the  various forms of infrastructure operations financed  by the Cohesion Fund  and  the 
_'structural Funds. Iri other sectors of intervention, such as  industry-and agriculture, and  where there are negative 
- envi~onmental impacts,_ there is also a need for the principle to be applied. 
· The underlying elements of the framework will be that:  . 
- a· system should be promoted through the differentiation of rates of  assi~tance, 'whereby the environmental costs 
related to the treatment of pollution and/or preventive actions are~borne by those who cause the pollution;. 
~  the  application  of the  polluter-pays  principle  must  be  compatible  with  the  gqals  of economic  and  social 
cohesion;  ·  ' 
-- its development should-be progressive and concern the range of infrastructure sectors coverect by Community 
~~;  ' 
- it should take into account the social acceptance of charging; 
--it should take into account Treaty provisions related to the careful and rational use of resources, especially water 
and energy.  '' 
As  a· priority,  the· Commission- will  also  proceed  with  the  development  of. a  common  framework , for  the 
· application of the polluter~pays principle generally in the  implemen~ation of all Community policies. 
E.  Research,  technological  development_ and  innovation:- modernising  the 
productive base  · 
'  '  ' 
High leYels of activity in the fields of research and technological development (RTD) and 
innovation are important features of the productive environment in the most competitive 
regiona) economies. Structural assistance should therefore give an  increasing prionty to 
promoti-ng· RID' and  innovation· capacities  in  an  integrated  ma,nner  in  all  fields  qf 
·intervention of the Funds. In general, successful r~gions will be .those that take a strategic 
.  approach-to innovation and offer help to companies to integrate their own resources and· 
expertise  with  those  of government  agencies~ higher  and- further  education~ business 
support  organisations  and  other· companies  for  .. the  effective  management · of  new. 
technology, research and development, and product and process innovation.  I 
Rais_ing· the  efficiency  of RID  and innovation  in  terrris  of their impact  on  economic 
development  ~.in the  less  developed regions  in  particular  - during  the  next  planning 
period requires clearly defined po~icy priorities in each of the following areas: .. 
•  Promoting  innovation:  A  wide  range ·of  targeted  activities  should  be  covered,"-:, 
including new forms  of financing (e.g.  venture capital) to encourage start-ups, spin- · 
outs/spin-offs and innovative developments, specialised business services, techpology 
transfer and related services, measures to encourage productive interactions between 
firms  and ·higher  education/research  institutes,  better  exploitation  of ·information 
'  '  11 
_,_I  / \ 
technologies_ for commercial and community benefit and measures to encourage small 
firms to carry out RTD for the first-time. 
•  Networking  and  industrial  co-operation:  The  flow  of  knowledge  through 
technology  transfer  and  dis~emination  of  new  techniques  is  also  an  important 
contributor to  raising  regional  competitiveness.  The structural  Funds· shquld  assist 
SMEs in particular to access the skills they need to promote their own growth, and to 
strengthen the industrial and commerdal clusters and supply chains of which they are 
part. Interactions with-Community arid international networks specialising in RTD and 
il}novation should be further enhanced. 
•  Developing  human  capabilities:  Within  the  domain  of  RTD  and  innovation, 
attention n~eds to be given to lifelong learning and continuous upgrading of skills and 
capabilities.  With.  regard  to  the  needs  of SMEs,  it  is  important  that  management_ 
. development programmes are instituted to assist them to absorb new technologies and 
related  organisational  methods.  The  range  of education  and  training  opportunities 
made  available  in  the  region  is  instrumental  in  enhancing  levels  of innovation. 
Therefore, programmes for the training and mobility of graduates, managers, scientists 
and engineers, are priorities. 
•  Consolidating RTD and innovation actions through effeCtive policy management: 
Along with the three policy priorities above, there is  also a need for improved policy 
management. Performance  .. oriented schemes could be introduced iQ  order to increase 
the  efficiency  and  quality  of RTD  and  innovation  assistance.  Statistical  tools  at 
regional  level should be improved. New  delivery methods, using score systems  ~nd 
benchmarks should be considered in order to enhance the-effectiveness of assistance in 
a systematic way .  ..  ' 
Networking for technological development 
A network of eight technology centres  (Basque Country)  has,  since .1992,  been supported  by  assistance 
from the ERDF and the ESF for the purchase of equipment and for research projects. Activities relate to the 
following  six  sectors  (manufacturing,  information/telecommunications,  materials  technology, 
environment/recycling,  industrial  biotechnology  and  energy).- The  network  involves  annually  1100 
researchers  (of ·whom  about  one  fifth  are  grant-aided)  a:rid  450  research  projects,  with  employment  in 
·associated enterprises amounting to some 1700 jobs. 
Innovation audit 
In  the  framework  of a  Regional  Innovation  Strat~gy (RIS),  350  companies  i!'  Wales  undertook  an 
'innovation' audit with the help of business·services and over-600 organisations were involved in this RIS 
process. Thus nearly 70 new projects were identified and the industrial South Wales Objective 2 Structural 
Fund pro  ..  ainme fod997~99  includescnowup to.56 million € for innovation related  rojects.  .  . 
.•  . i 
.  ' . ' 
H. Competitive enterprises fo.r employ.menfcreation 
Th~ creation or expansion of competitive enterprises is  the  pre-condition  for creating 
sustainable jobs and thus for regional economic development. All  the Structural Funds 
contribute to this aim in· the regions eligible for Objectives 1 and 2,  while the European · 
Social Fund contributes across the whqle of the territory of the Union. While all  sources 
of employment are important,. the. increasing role of the services sector - which has been 
responsible for most of the net employment growth in the Union in recent years~- needs to 
be refle~ted in -Community programmes.  · 
Marty actions in support of enterprises will involve the granting of financial assistance or . 
· other advantages to undertakings engaged in  commerciai activities. In  these cases, the·· 
programm~ ~uthorities should ensure that the assistance gramed is  in  conformity with 
·community competition rules,  · 
A. Support for enter~rises: priority to SMEs 
.  .  '  .  '  .  .  .  . 
Assistance under the Structural Funds .to  stimulate the  productive sector must focus in 
particular on sinaU _and  medium-sized. enterprises (SMEs) while riot neglecting the needs 
qf large' enterprises,  especially  in  view  of  the  Close  relationship  which  often  exists 
between 'them and SMEs/The prioritiesfor support from the Funds for enterprises are as 
follows:·  ·  '  ·  ·  . 
•  Shifting  the  emphasis  from  capital  grants:  Developing  the  business  sictor in 
general,· and  encouraging  the  setting  up  and  development  of SMEs  in  particular, 
involves  a  wide  variety  of  actions  on  the  part  of  the  programme ·authorities. 
Traditionally,  the  emphasis~ has  been  on  capital  grants.  especial1y  as  far  as  the 
attraction of inward:investment has been concerned. In the future, capital_grants, and 
-especially those financed by the Structural Funds, should play a reduced role. In this 
regard,  it is worth noting from  the current programming period .the case of Ireland, 
where ERDF support for inward investment ceased in  1998.  · 
Alterftative sources offinance should be promoted such· as reimbursable ~dvances, risk 
and venture capital, loan capital and revolving funds,  mutual. guarantee schemes, ere. 
(cf.  box ·on  financial  engineering  below).· However,  duP,Iication·  of  aid  schemes 
available f()r  enterprises, and notably SMEs,' should be avoided and this may requi're : 
some rationalisation in order to improve efficiency. 
c  Improving the delivery of assistance:  Increasing  attention  should also be paid to 
more  qualitative  and  organisational  aspects,. notably. the  systems  for  delivering 
assistance and the overall productive environment.· In  order to raise the efficiency of 
.  the  4elivery system especially in  the  less  developed regions  or those with a  weak 
· enterprise tradition the fo.llowing principles Me recommended: 
.  .  '  .  .  . 
- Considering the heterogeneous nature of the SME population, improved targeting 
according to the·  specific  needs  of each  SME category  or sector should  be  a 
priority. Integrated and clearly identifiable support p~ckages for,SMEs should be 
. developed  and  inClude  measures  such. aS.  easier  access  to  finance,. business 
13 support services and training measures and should be adjusted to  the needs of 
SMEs at the different stages of their life-cycle (start-up, growth or transfer). This 
necessitates the integration of ESF and EROF measures. Assistance should also 
be targeted on micro-businesses and on specific groups, such as young or women 
entrepreneurs  or  those  from  disadvantaged  groups.  Finally,  Community 
progral111tles  should support new products and processes, and this could involve 
support for the creation of clusters of SMEs within specific business·sectors.-
.  . 
Support should where appropriate be focused on fields of competence in  ~hich 
the  region  concerned can  realistically  aim  for  a  degree  of specialisation  and 
commercial advantage. However, in v·iew  of their overall importance, a number 
of sectors  will  be  a  priority  in  almost  all  regions.  These  would  include  the 
information . society,  and  services  in.  general,  given  their  importance  in 
employment creation. Within the services sector, commerce has a particular role 
to  play  at the  regional  level.  It  provides  an  outlet  for  local  production,  for 
·example from the crafts sector,  helps preserve ·the fabric  of local  communities 
and in general makes a significant contribution to employment creation. 
The  inter.:depend~nt nature of relations between larger and smaller enterprises 
cannot  be  ignored  in  any _comprehensive  strategy, to  develop  the  productive 
sector. Support for large  enterpris~s should-be continued therefore but related to 
their added value for the regional economy, notably through networks established 
with  other-enterprises,  in  particular S!vffis.  Strategies for the  development of 
human resources should target increases in the productivity of such networks. 
- As a gen~ral rule, where the contracted conditions for support, in terms of either 
the nature or duration of the given activity, are not fulfilled repayment of all or 
part of the ·grant aid should be required. Also, Community funds should not in 
general be used to facilitate the transfer of production or other facilities  within 
the territory of the Union. 
•  Involvement of the private sector in the formulation of strategies: As evaluations 
of past assistance have shown, the quality of ·programmes to develop the SMEs sector 
can be improved where they are worked out and implemented in the context of a broad 
partnership ·including  representatives  of  private  companies  and  business  service 
organisations. The exploitation of results "Of  rese~ch  . on  the  basis  of co-operation 
between  compank~s arid universities ·should similarly involve a broad partnership (cf. 
above, part I.E).  · 
Apart from direct assistance to firms in the form o,f investment aid and business support 
measures, increasing emphasis. should be placed on the skills of the workforce generally. 
This  implies· clearly  identifying  present  and  future .bottlenecks· in  the  regional  labour 
. markets  (skill  shortages). and risks of redundancy. and  unemployment that have  to  be 
tackled at im early stage. T~ese issues aie considered in ·greater detail in Part 2 below. 
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Aid scheme for micro-enterprises ' 
In Portugal, the "Promotion of regional development (PPDR)" programme has financed  an  aid  s~heme for· 
micro-enterprises  called  'RI:ME'.  whose  objective: is  to  assist  the  creation  of employment  in  local 
.  corrimunities affected by  rural depopulation and specific development problems. The sch~me aims for  the 
creation and/or modernisation of micro and small enterprises.' It gives a priority to projects· in the following 
·areas: craft industries, local andne!ghbourhood services, rural tourism and ecology.  · 
Co-operation between large anci small companies 
. The Plato  project in  the  Objective 2 area of Turrihout  (Belgiu:m)  involves the loaning  of managers  or 
"guardian,angels"-from big companies to  S:MEs, especially new enterprises, so that they can benefit froni 
: their  greater  experie!lce  and  knowledge  ..  The  trained  managers  from  .large  corporations  have  offered 
assistance  in  areas  ranging  from  marketing advice  to. expansion strategy  .. 265  S:MEs  participated  in  the 
period  1996-98.  Assistance  was  offered  both  in  the  context  of workshops  and  though  more  informal 
.individual contacts  .. This project has been so successful that it has recently been expanded to companies in 
several other countries such as the Netherlands and Ireland. It was recently short-listed as one of the most 
successful  proJects  in terms  of etpployment creation· for  the Job  Challenge .  organised by the European 
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· FINANCIAL ENGINEERING 
.  . 
The new Structural Funds Regulations stress the need to achieve the best leverage from operations funded 
from  the  Community  budget by  favouring  as  far  as  possible  recourse  to  private  sources  of financing, 
notably risk and venture capital and Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs), as a means both of increasing the. 
resources available for investment and also of ensuring that private seetor expertise is- brought to bear on 
the  w~y  in which schemes are, run.  ,  ·  ·  · 
Risk and  venture capitaL Member.  States  will  be  encouraged  to  pay  particular attention  to  monitoring 
performance in order to assess more precisely the contribution of financial engineering schemes to regional 
development, private sector participation to help ensure project sustainability, management by independent 
professionals  with  autonomy  for  day-to-day  decisions,  rigorous  projec;:t  selection criteria  which  support 
regional development objectives and financial assistance to·be linked to  the provision of advisory support 
& different financial -instrUments to SMEs so as  to  provide them with  flexible and sustained assistance at 
various stages in  their developmen~.-In appropriate cases, the support of the ElF can ~e requested. 
.  I 
Under the  'INVEST'  measure (Hainaut), four  venture-capital  funds  provide start-up, capital  or capital to 
launch  new activities and develop and diversify existing·firms. These Funds  may also provide firms  with· 
the. resources  they  need  tq  carry  out  investments  to  implement ·the  results  of industrial  research  or 
technological  innovation processes. They may  also .provide assistance  in  a cross-border context through 
participation in  inter-regional projects, the establishment of inter-regional  firms etc.  This assistance takes 
the form. of capital holdings,  loans and  the issue· of convertible' bonds. The products are adapted to  each 
individual case in order to meet the specific needs of each firm.· 
PPPs. Private sector involvement is direct_ly related to the prospect of a suitable revenue stream, subject to 
an  acceptable level of uncertainly.' There  is  a need  for  the  earliest possible  involvement of the  private 
~tor,-especially at the planning stage of infrastructure projects, the allocation of project risks to those best 
able to support them as clearly set out in the PPP contract documents, real' consultation and involvement of 
the public directly affected  by  the scheme prior to  detailed design; appropriate  protection of the  public 
interest by contract or legislation,  respect of EU public  procurement and competition requirements  and 
· reconciling  the  need  for  ERDF commitments  to  be  made  within  the  period  covered  by  the  financial 
perspective while  the  public/private counterpart expenditure will  usually  be  well  outside this  period. If 
necessary, the Commission could prepare a technical  paPer illustrating the,possible use of this financing 
~~  .  .  . 
A notable example of a successful public private partnership concerns the construction of the  Vasco da 
Gaina Bridge (}>ortugal). This project to  provide a. second crossing of the river Tagus at Lisbon, costing 
approx. 900 million €, was  undertaken on  the  basis of a concession contract to  build,  own,  operate and 
transfer  (BOOT).  The  concession  was  awarded  to  Lusoponte, ·a  joint  venture  comprising  Portuguese, 
French  and  British construction companies.  Under the  terms  of the concession,  as  well  as  building the 
bridge,  _Lusoponte  will  operate  it  for  a  maximum  9f 33  years  before  transferring  ownership  to  the 
government. The concession also inclijdes the operation and maintenance by Lusoponte of the existing 25 
April· Bridge.  The  project  is  financed  by  the  Cohesion Fund,  the EIB, and  the  shareholders  with  the 
Portuguese government's contribution being:provided through the transfer of tolls from the existing bridge. 
;  ' 
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. B.  ~usiness  suppor~  'services: helping the creation and development of enterprises 
The significance  of business  support;  services  for  the  successful  creation  growth,  and 
transfer  of enterprises,  in  particular .SMEs, .  is  well  established  ..  Such  serviCes  enable. 
:comP,anies  to increase their competitiveness and their capac;ity  to  identify n~w markets. 
They a!so help to create a level  playing field in  areas  e~sential to  the .opening up  of the 
intemal_marke_t, such as  public procurement where SMEs.have a potentially key _role  to. 
play.- Measures  under  the  Structural  Funds  to  support  such  services  should  i'nclude 
assistance for technology transfer, the  promotion  of marketing. and intemationalisation 
(excluding direct aid linked to exports), innovation in organisation and management and 
.assistance  for  the  creation  and  development of financial  instruments  such .as  start-up. 
·- capital, mutual' guarantee companies:, etc. As a result, the priorities should be:  · 
• . Identification  of the  needs  of companies:  This  involves  identifying  the  type  of 
. service to be developed and the most suitable bodies to respond to the needs of'firn'ls. 
and to support them in the implementation of their development ·plan-s.  SMEs tend to 
have  a clear preference for a· single  agency  as  the  first  point of contact to  provide 
information· and advice on the possibilities for assistance and to. establish links with 
further specialised agencies. Pot these agencies to.provide efficient assistance, targeted · 
and customised information and:services for SMEs coupled with  appropriate advice 
·must be available. · ·  ·  ·  .  -
.  .  . 
•  Exploitation of synergies: There. is  particular scope for  improved synergies  in  the 
case. of  service  centres,  t~chnology  transfer· centres,· science  parks,· universities, 
· ' .  research centres, etc, which often operate in  an  uncoordinated manner. Co-operation 
can help to improve the quality of the services provided, in particular though effective 
staff training and the dissemination· of best practice (including via the Internet) and the  ' 
! encouragement of a strong customer orientation. 
•·  Rehiforcement of  international co-operation: This promotes co-operation between 
firms to develop the European and internationaL dimension of their business in order to 
. build a more solid position in the single European market.'  . 
As  well  as  public support services for enterprises, the private business services sector -·· 
consisting of computer,  marketing,  technical;  recruitm~ent, and other professional  and 
commercial services- makes an important contribution to improving the competitiveness 
of enterprises; as  well as  being a significant source of employment in  its own right{the 
sector is estimated 'to represent 10% of total employment in the Un'io!l).- - · 
·-
Business services have tended to concentrate in the more prosperous and central regions, 
al)  that is  where demand for  such  services has been-strongest.  Programmes  under the 
Strvctural Funds should seek to identify the constraints on a more balanced availability of 
business services. Policies to achieve this could include the identification of the·deinartd 
·.for business services in the regions, the development of appropriate.huinan resources and 
the promotion of the information society as business support tool.  .·  .. 
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- ..  --:  . Practical support for enterprises 
·The IDIADA test and certification centre for the automobile sector (Catalonia) was developed (construction 
and equipment) thanks to assistance from  the. ERDF programmes implemented in  this region since  1992. · 
The centre consists of test tracks and  laboratories allowing firms  to  test the ·performance and  security of 
their  products· as well  as  validating their parts and  vehicles.  At  present,  more  than 275  firms· use  these 
installations which employ 150 people.  ·  · 
150 BICs: integrated services for the creation of enterprises. 
Some  150  Business  and  Innovation ·Centres  (BICs)  successfully  operate• organisational  models  of 
comprehensive  systems  of business  support  services  for  the  launch  and  development  of innovative 
enterprises. Based on a public/private and locaVregional partnership, BICs act in their areas as an interface 
between  the  needs  of ·enterprises  and  the  offer  of specialised  services.  They. also  contribute  to  the 
intemationalisation of firms (marketing, interregio.nal  co-operation) . .The spreading of BICs in all assisted 
areas and  their more intensive use in  implementing regional programmes would  help  further disseminate 
good practice in business creation and development. BICs are linked, by co-operation agreements to other 
Community  networks,  such  as  the. Innovation  Relay  Centres,  the· EurolnfoCenters  or the  Local  action 
groups of LEADER. 
89 Territorial Employment Pacts 
An approach based on strategy and partnership figures  very clearly in  most of the action plans in the 89 
Territorial Pacts for Employment, which  co~er almost  10% of the Union;s population. For example, the·_ 
territorial·pact of·West7Brabant (Forges de Clabecq) resulted in  an  integrated  project characterised by a 
very broad partnership encompassing all the major actors on the ground including the trade unions. 
C.  · Areas with  particular potential:  environment, tourism  and culture,  social 
economy  · 
The  measures  discussed  above  aim  to  increase  the  competitiveness  of enterprises,  in 
particular SMEs, and thus their employment-creating potential. Experience in the curr~nt 
programmes has shown 'that there are some sectors where this potential for employment 
creation js very significant but has. so far been under-utilised. Moreover, the Employment 
Guidelines place particular emphasis on the need to exploit new opportunities for jobs. 
The three areas presented below, mainly in the services sector, provide examples of some 
of the opportunities which exist for further employment creation. 
· Environmental improvement:· a contribution to competitiveness 
Environmental quality is  a major· factor in  regional  development  arid. competitiveness. 
The integratfon of environmental quality in productive investment will ensure a rationaJ. · 
use  of resources,  enhancing  economic  performance  and  competitiveness  while 
mainta~ning  and  creating  employment.  Moreover,  environment-related  products  or. 
·processes  provide  an  additional  opportunity  for  the  regions  as· they  are  themselves  a 
potential  new  source  of· employment.  Specific  action  combining  environmental 
improvement and investmentin industry and services should include: 
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•  Preventive approach: Support from the Funds for business acti.vities (in particular in 
· SMEs) should promote investments characterised by  a preventive approach and this 
could be encouraged by the higher rates of assista~ce avaihtble forsuch investments. 
Priorities. should include the efficient and sustainable. use of natural resources, waste 
. minimisation  and  reuse, . reduction  of air  pollution . and  the  implementation  of a 
sustainable product policy. Moreov.er,  the Funds could support the deyelopment and 
mar~eting of innovative environmentally sound products and services.  "' 
• . Clean technologies:  Member "States  should favour  measures  to  accelerate  the ·shift 
from old, polluting technologies and end-of-pipe measures to new clean technol«?gies. 
•  Environmental management: Financial support .should be provided iri  particular to 
· SMEs; to make use of environmental services such as Eco-audits. 
· •  Industrial sites:.  Priority· should· be .given to the  rehabilitation  of derelict industrial 
sites (brownfields) over the development of_greenfield sites .. 
.  . 
•  Training:  This  is  fundamental· to  improving  skills  in  environment-related  issues 
within the business sector and to promoting new employment (or conversion). 
Normally,:·,environment~ll State aid is  given favourable treatment under 'Eu competition 
·rules.  In. order to facilitate  the  preparation ot'.such aid measures, the Commission has . 
established guidelines on State aid for environmental pro~ection  .. 
Tourism and culture:· advantages for iocat devi!lopment 
· •  Sustainable quality tourism:· Tourism· is  one  of the  l~ading growth·.industries  in 
Europe ·and  worldwide,  in  terms  of both  output af1d  empioyment creation; :Tourism 
thus  represents  an  important  economic  asset' for· a  large  number 0f: regions,  rural 
communities and cities. in· the  Union.  A  balance.d·  and  sustainable development  of. 
tourism ~hould be supported in particular through: 
'  .  .  . 
the modernisation of tourism-related infrastructures and the improvement of their 
·efficiency;  ·  · 
....  ' 
- upgrading  skills  and- professional  profiles  in  order  to  respond  better  to  the . 
·.expectations of touri,sts. and. the needs of the industry; 
- encouraging business-to-business  partnerships,  public-private· co-operation  and 
·  :. ·networking in ·order tcrimpro,ve the integra'tion of the different services involved··· 
in the "tourism  ,chain....  ·  ·  ·  -
TOl.Irist development should be  c~efully planned so as to take into-consideration the 
. carrying  capacity. of the.  site  with  regard  to  environmental,  social . and  economic 
impacts.  Such integration of environmental concerns and the conserVation of natural 
and culturai .heritage  i,n  development plans is  essential to encourage sustainable .and 
high-quality fomis.of tourism. · · 
19  --•  Culture: an economic growth point:  Culture  is  closely  linked  to  tourism  as  the 
cultural  heritage of a region  not  only  contributes to  the  development  of a  local  or 
regional  idenlity. but  also  attracts  tourists.  Culture  thus  offers  opportunities  for 
additional employment, a factor of major importance to the disadvantaged regions of 
the Community with a high concentration of cultural potential. The cultural dimension 
should  thus  be  integrated  into  tourism  development  strategies.  Exchanges  of 
experience_  between  regions  or local  authorities  help to  transfer  knowledge  about 
. culture  and  ways  of developing  cultural· tourism  and  fiDding  joint  solutions.  The . 
cultural  potential  of a  region  will render it  more  attractive  to  outside investors  in 
general. 
Culture is also an  increasingly important part of the private economy in its ·own right, 
with considerable potential for growth and job creation. Member States should thus 
make  more  use  of the  employment  potential  of  innovative  and  cr~ative cultural 
products, e.g. in the areas of culture-related online services, media and the information 
society or design, and include measures in ·these fields in their regional programmes. 
Finally, flexible training linked to culture-related professions is both a requirement for · 
the  functioning  of 'the  cultural  sectors  and  contributes . to  the  preservation  or 
modernisation  of traditional  activities  and the establishment of entirely new  skills, 
linked for example to the information society. 
Tourism integrated into a local economy  . 
Tourism development supported by the Structural Funds in Piedmont focused on four strategic zones with a 
high tourism-potential- Lake Maggiore, the Val di Susa skiing district, the city of Turin and the Canavese 
castles circuit. The tourism development projects adopted an  integrated approach by  financing a mix  of 
infrastructure improving local attractiveness, aid schemes to  small and  medium-~ized tourism businesses 
anq  tourism promotion programmes.  Value was  added  both  by  the  good  partnership between  local  and. 
regional  administrations, and the  greater  impact achieved  through  concentration of activities  in  limited 
areas. 
Preservation of a heritage site 
For at least five centuries, ·numerous manufacturing sites powered by the water from  mountain spdngs have 
· l::leen located in the valley of Lousios in the Peloponnese in Greece. Within the Operational Program for the 
Peloponnese ·1994-99, a group.of buildings has been reconstructed and the machinery restored. An open-air 
water  power  museum  has  been  opened  and  it ·serves  as  an  amenity  offering  a  tourist  and  educational 
experience. The museum provides the public with knowledge concerning waterpower and the production of 
· black .powder and leather. Tourists can walk along the paths beside the Lousios, which  have been opened 
up and which are carefully maintained. The project as a whole-has given rise to significant development to 
the region because of the number of tourists and schools that it has attracted: 
Social economy: new employment-creating services 
Not all  those engaged in economic activities can  be  categorised clearly as  being part of 
either the public or private sectors. There are a wide variety of organisations, such as co-
operatives,  mutual  societies,  associations  and  foundations,  as  well  as  enterprises  and 
individuals, which. provide for their members or are  formed to serve groups  in  society 
with  common  needs.  Some  operate  in competitfve  markets  (credit  unions;  mutual 
insurance associations, etc)  while  others  provide  services  that are closer .to  the  public 
sector;  e.g.,  health  and  welfare  services,  neighbourhood services,' sports  activities  and 
recreation. 
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Although  the entities  that form  the social  economy are created to  meet  specific social 
needs,  they  also  make  an  .important  economic  contribution,  notably  in. the  fielo  of 
employment. At the  present time, it is  estimated·that some S % of total  employment in 
'the European Union is represented by the social economy and there is a clear potential for 
further growth. 
On  the ·basis .  of the  experience  with  national ·support  schemes  and  community  pilot 
projects as 'well.as the action plaris of some territorial employment pacts, the·priorlties for 
assistance' to this sector should be: 
•  Active  support  for the creation  and. development of service  providers:  This 
involves, firstly,  the identification of promising new  sect~rs .of activity and, second', 
the  pro.visfon  of  appropriate  ·support  services  to  potential  and  existing  service · 
. providers,  such  as· information  and  counselling,  as  wt)ll as  financial  and  technical 
assistance. 
i 
ca  Organisation and durability: Once established,  service providers, especially those 
involving newly active persons·,  Will  generally  req~~re continuing assistance for some 
time, ·notably in the areas of management support and training. However; the ultimate 
objective  should  in. general  be  the-operation  of the,  service  on  a sustainable  basis. 
Therefore,· public· support  should· be  degressive  over time,  taking  .account  of the 
particular. needs of the service in quest~on._ 
·  · .- The .initiatives. taken 'by the :Member States· in  favour of youth  employment,  the  fight 
against soci~l exclusion and the development of local services have allowed' organisations 
· aqd enterprises in the· social economy sector ·to become new and significant partners of 
regional and local  authorities. The. overall  aim· of assistance from  the Structural Funds 
should be to confirm and. strengthen this partnership. • 
Innovative childcare facilities 
In a deprived area of Belfast, a project originaily addressed to the pa~ents of young children will result in a 
commercial childcare venture which will subsidise continuation of the project after the end of the ERDF-
funded  scheme.- The local  development group  aims  to  break  the :cycle  of deprivation  by  encouraging 
.  parents, mostly mothers, to bring their children to  local  play centres.  Here; through  the medium of their· 
peers, the mothers are helped to complete their qwn education in order to help their children; and some then 
. go  on to further training, including childcare. ERDF has  funded  two· new  multi~purpose buildings, m1e  of 
which is:near the commercial centre of the city. This is intended. to house a profit-making child-care centre 
. which will  in-turn support the core work in the ·other building, .whicti, due to  its  location, would not attract 
middle-class· parents. with  the. mon~y to  pay  for  the· service.  By the  time ·the building  is  finished,  some 
motherswiU:have completed theirchild,care training, and can take up work in the·centre. 
21  --PART 2: THE EUROPEAN EMPLOYMENT STRATEGY: A KEY PRIORITY  FOR 
THE COMMUNITY 
The European  Social  ·Fund  is  the  main  financial  instrument  at  EU  level  for  human 
resource development across the whole territory of the Union and throughout. all  priority 
Objectives of the Structural Funds. It has a ·dual mandate:  on the one hand, it seeks to 
improve employment opportunities in  the intema,l  market and  to contribute thereby to 
raising  the  standard  of living.  On  the  other  hand,  as  one .  of the  Structural  Funds,  it 
pursues·  their  overall  objective. of strengthening  econom,ic  and  social  cohesion.  The-
priorities set out below apply across the. whole territory of the EU, although in regional 
programmes or w}lere  Objective 3 is  programmed or implemented regionally there will 
be regional specificities which need to be taken into account. It will also be important to 
ensure  complementat1ty  and  synergy  between  ESF-supported  measures  and  rural 
development measures financed outside Objectives 1 and 2.  · 
- . 
In this context, the Commission has prop~sed that Objective 3 of the Structural Funds, 
which  supports  the  adaptation  and  modernisation  .  of . education,  training  and 
employment, should have the following functions: 
•  firstly, as a policy frame of reference for all  measures to promote human resources 
across the whole of a natio.nal  territory, irrespective of Objective status. This sets 
out the  ways  in· which  the  Member State  proposes  tq  use  the  Structural  Furids 
(principally, but not exch,Isively the ESF) to contribute to employment growth and 
econo)llic and social cohesion;  ·  · 
'  '  - .. ·c·.-- --secondly,  as  a programming and financial -instrument, through which the European 
Social Fund will intervene financially and horizontally in a given geographical area 
(across  the  whole  of the  Member State outside  Objective  1 areas)  in  support of 
National Action Plans for Employment (NAPs).  -
Activities in  this .field will  be  developed also in the context of the human resources 
Community Initiative·.  · 
·.  ..  .  .  .  .. 
I  Objective 3: The frame of reference for human .resource development  f~r 
. more and-better jobs 
·Given its mission.<?f contributing to actions to increase employment, the ESF is the main 
financial instrument at EU level for helping the. Member States develop and implement 
the  employment  guidelines  under  the. European  employment  strategy.  This  strategy 
provides the framework: 
within  which the employment policy priorities of the Member States  are translated 
into National Action Plans (NAPs); 
which  guides  the  actions  undertaken· to  fulfil  these  priorities,  including  those 
supported through Objective 3; and  . 
~  which should apply to employment-related activities throughout the European Union 
and in each Member· State.  ·  > 
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Cl~arly, there ··must  be  coherence between  the  employment strategy as  reflected in  the  · 
NAPs and the  prioriti~s of human resource ·development supported by-the ESF. Indeeq, 
the  Vienna  Summit  Conclusions  recommend_ that  the  reform  of the  ESF"be used  to· 
strengthen support for the Employment Strategy. The NAPs combine national strategy on 
·employment and nationai policy instrUments with the European priorities of cohesion and 
employment. 
Throughout the whole human res~urce strategy proposed, three  ge~eral elements are. of 
particular importance: 
a  mai,nstreaming  approach  for  ·equal  opportunities  between  men  and  women  is 
essential;  . 
- th~ employment potential of the information society must be harnessed in the interests 
of society as a whole; and 
the  contribution of the  European  Social  Fund ·to promoting  local  development,  for 
example yia the territorial employment pacts, must be enhanced. This approach would 
allow  the  actions  undertaken  in  the  framework  of  th~ NAPs  to  be  completed and 
reinforced on the appropriate territorial level. 
Within  that context,  the five policy fields· in  the  ESF Regulation  se!  out the  areas in 
which Member States should undertake action which will support the four pillars of the 
Employment Guidelines.  · 
'  '  '  I 
It should,-also be 'noted that actions to promote ~ning  and employment in companies can 
constitut~ State aid and-must be in conformity with competition rules. 
A. Active labour market policies to promote employment 
In  this  policy field,  Member States  should  demon~trate how .they  tum  the  active  and· 
preventive strategies called for in the Employment Guidelines_into concrete proposals for· 
action. 
· Activation  and  prevention· rely  on  "tailor-made"  assistance  based  on  individual 
characteristics  ..  Such. targeting requires an early identification of individuals 'at risk and 
should combine a wide range of  measures such as diagnostic interviews, training tied to a.  \ 
personal action plan, career counselling and job search assistance, and worktrials. 
It  will  be  important· to  offer  the  unemployed  training  ·or  other  active  employability 
measures before their unemployment becomes long-term. Promoting the employability of 
· young people is a key requirement for combating youth unemployment, and it is therefore 
essential  to  equip ·young  people  with  greater  ability  to  adapt  to  technological· and'· 
economic changes and with skills relevant to the labour market - where appropriate by 
implementing or developing apprenticeship training. 
Regional  and Jocal  employment serviCes  have  a  key  role  to  play  in  preventing  skills 
· "'  · bottlenecks: and  exclusion,  and  in  supporting  adaptadon  to  'structural  change.  For 
example, they should take a lead role  iri  auditing the  skills  available and the  levels of 
young people's professional qualifications, as wet!  as the training needs of the employed 
and the re-skilling needs of the unemployed. This is essential both to dev_elop training and 
integration  opportunities  adapted  to  speCific  or  individual  needs  and  to  aoapt  the 
· provision  .of  continuous  training  to  the  needs  o( local  and  regional  enterprises. 
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·'' Employment  services  therefore  have  a  particularly  important  role  to  play  in  regions 
undergoing structural cha'nge. 
Measures covered under this policy field might involve a more innovative use of the ESF · 
than has traditionally been the case. For example; they could include a variety of services 
such  as  pre-training,  counselling,  community  employment, job search  assistance,  job 
support and employment aids, all combined in a flexible comprehensive ~pproach. 
B. An inclusive society, open to all 
The promotion  of a labour market open  to  all  is  a priority for Member States  in  the 
European employment strategy. In  this contex,t,  special attention should be given to  the 
needs of the disabled, ethnic minorities and other groups  and individuals who may  be 
disadvantaged, and to the development of ~ppropriate preventive and active policies to 
promote their integration into the labour market. However, reducing unemployment and 
·improving the (re-)integration into the labour market of such groups is  oft~n not possible 
without overcoming other forms o.f exclusion. Exclusion often has a number of  caus~s, so 
onl'y  an  integrated· and  comprehensive  approach  can  be  effective  as  a  strategy  for 
integration. It is  important to tap into the capabilities of the non-governmental sector in 
this  field,  since  it  can  be  closer· to  the  real  needs  of those  concerned  than  statutory 
agencies. Equally, mobilising local groups and their projects can be an ·effective way of 
reachi.ng those at risk of ex,clusion or already suffering from  it.  The Commission's draft 
ESF Regulation  lays  appropriate· emphasis  on  this  means .of providing such  effective 
responses to exclusion, whatever their origins.  · 
Good practice in projects for social inclusion 
In Portugal, the  INTEGRAR  sub-programme,  which  receives 279  million euros  from  the ESF 
over  the  1994-1999 ·period ·supports  multi-dimensional  projects  seeking  social  and  economic 
development of underprivileged communi!ies and social groups. This is  in  keeping with  the high 
priority  given  by  the. government  to  the  national  strategy  against  social  exclusion,  with 
INTEGRAR funding active training and orientation measures for  the long-term unemployed who 
· are  receiving  minimum  income  payments  from  the  Government.  INTEGRAR seeks  to  support 
actions designed to  prevent factors  leading to  exclusion and  promote the _access  into  the labour· · 
. market; vocational training schemes;· and actions targeted on socially underprivileged communities 
and social groups which aim to strengthen social integration.· 
In keeping with an all-embracing approach, the main lines of action of the sub-programme include 
making  a  special  effort  to  inform  the  target  population;  who  often  experience  the  greatest 
difficulties  in  access  to_ information,  to  ease  integration  and/or  prevent exclusion;  and  training . 
professionals  who  intervene  directly  within  disadvantaged  groups  and  address  their  specific 
problems.  The  innovative  elements  of  the  programme  include: .(a)  measures  up-stream  of 
traditional training and employment measures for  people who have difficulties in participating in 
those traditiol)al  measures (for e.xample housing, education, health and social welfare support for 
the most vulnerable groups, specific training schemes for disabled people), which  improve their· 
participation and success rates in traditional labour market rrteasures; and (b) the adoption of  the 
community  development  methodology,  reflecting  a  recognition  of the  territorial. basis  of the 
problems· and their social dimension.  · 
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<:;:.Promoting employability, skills and mobility through life-long learning 
·  This policy field covers strategies to  broaden access to  the acquisition of skills, support 
the diversification an~ reinforcement of traini~g opportunities and improve the quality of 
education/arid training systems~ ·  ·  · 
,  .  I  . 
In ordef to reinforce the development of a skilled and adaptable workforce, ppportunities 
for ,!]felong . learning,  particularly  in  the  fields  of information  and  commun~cation 
te9hnologies,  should  be  improved.  In  this  respect,  attention  should be  given  to  the 
dpvelopment  of  nationally  recognised  certification  permitting  flexibility  in.  the 
dontinuation ofstudies.  ' 
. _,The quality of education and training received is fundamental to young people's capacity .. 
· to. enter the~ labour market. Education and training systems should be better 'equipped to 
give people the ability to  adapt and to  integrate into the labour market; and n6tabiy to 
provide every individual with the minimum basic skills required (specifically-literacy and 
· numeracy).  Particular  attention  should ·be. given  to  young  people  with . learning 
difficulties.  The improvement of skills  through  basic  education  and  training  may  be 
supported ~here'  there .is a clear link with improving the functioning pf the labour market 
and/or the 'employability of the individual.  -: 
In regions lagging behind, improving the capacity and effectiveness of the education and 
training systyms"as a whole is an  important e~ement in  up-grading their cmnpetitiveness. 
Consist¥nt investment. in  this .sector over· time. has  been  shown  to  produce  excellent 
~~·  ' 
D~i  Developing adaptability and entrepreneiu:-ship 
I  .  .  .  .  .  -
...  Vnder_this policy .field, Member States should demonstrate how, 'Norking with the social  . 
partner~~:=t~ey can  combine their-efforts. to  modernise  work  organisation  and  forms  of 
work,. and enable  the  workforce  to adapt  better to economic  change:  It  will  also  be 
impori:~nt for the creation of more and better jobs to ·support entrepreneurship and the 
expansion of training opportunities.  '  . 
....  ..  '  / 
;  '  .... 
ESF action should focus on helping individuals to  adjust to  changes arising-from new 
· t~¢hn9I'ogie-~ and from new rha,rket conditions, particularly employees who risk becoming 
.  ',l.memployed: The anticipation of skills needs is  cruCial  here, as  is the supply of training 
/activities. and  advisory  services  to  employees  of 'SMEs.  Such  actions  imply· the 
i,' stre"'ngthening  of partnership  and  the  fuH  involvement  and  co-operation  of the  social 
... partiler.s,  as  dO~§ the  development  of. new  ways  of. distributing  working  time  among 
.  1  OCCUpational  gfOUpS and Of reconciling WOrking and family life.  - ,,  .  . 
,/I~  ~ill be necessary  to  link  acti.ons  and  measures  aiming  at  integration,  ptofessi~n(!l 
·  i training  (init1al  or  ongoing)  and  re-s killing  to·  ~ctivities  supporting  economic 
!  ! developmel)t a~d con.yersion. This applies both at the level of support for enterprises -(for 
:  example -for  innovation)  and  at  the  level  of. basic  conditions  such  as  resea~ch and 
~~chlloiogical development (for example  in  the  development of a regiOnal  strategy for 
•  innov~tion·:~and technolog'ical  developm~nt). _Such  a  pro-active approach  is  particularly 
importahr'jrtregioris undergoing structural conversion. · ·  ·  ·  ·  . 
,  I  .  •,  ·I  .  . 
'  : 
' 
i. 
25  --In  order  to  promote  entrepreneurship  and  employment  creation,  a  combina.tion  'of 
demand-side measures (such as the provision of subsidies or other. support for-individuals 
in  becoming self-employed or starting their ·own enterprises) and supply·  sid~ measures 
(such as targeted information, training and tutoring activities) should be  .. tak~n. Tr~ning 
for entrepreneurship a~d  targeted support services for entrepreneurs ru·e also ·iniportant.  · 
Entrepreneurial  activity,  including· self  employment,  could  also  be  s_upported,  and 
Member States should promote measures to ·exploit fully the possibilities offered by job 
creation at local  level, in the social .economy, in the' area -of environmental technologies, 
in rural areas and in new.activities linked to needs not yet satisfied by the markets. 
·.  · Partnership and anticipation in Swedish Objective 4 
Durl'ng  the  1994-1999 period; Objective 4 seeks to  facilitate the adaptation ohhe workforce to 
industrial change.  A key  success factor  for  Objective 4  in  Sweden  lies  in  the 
1active and joint 
involvement of both the. management and employees in  the planning and implementation of the .. 
projects. The partnership approach  stresses that both parties recognise the  benefits change will 
bring.  Objective 4  has  brought about  the  close co-operation of social  partners  ~d  authorities 
· which  has  not existed before. It has been shown that about 80 % of the participating enterprises 
have not before this. received any public support and counselling. 
With  173  mill.  €  the  Swedish  Objective  4  programme  concentrates· mainly  on  innovative 
adaptation measures for  those employed by SMEs with  less  than 50 staff and is  implemented  in  · 
two  stages:  drawing  up  of  individual  business  plans;  and  the  training  for  change  of  key 
employees/managers and ·for the competence development of the firm's  workers and of those at 
risk of becoming unemployed. Some studies show that 80% of employees have been involved in a 
joint analysis. Another success  factor  has  been  that .the  work  plan  has  been  produced  by  the 
enterprise itself and  is  based  on  the  individual  needs.  According to  the Swedish principle,  the' 
empowerment of individuals leads to true adaptability; also for businesses which is carried out in 
the·second stage.  '  . 
E." Positive actton for women  ·  :  ·  . , .
1 
. 
While mainstreaming a gender perspective into all .  actions supp.orted. ~y  ·  \~e\  Structural 
Fu~ds is essential, specific positive action is required to c<;>mplement thiS.  11~,esf specific 
acttons must be based on:  .  . ·  \'-- \ 
\1\  \ 
•  an analysis undertaken in the mainstreaming context of the difference betwe~n women 
and  men  in  the  sectors  and  areas ·concerned  and of specific  constrairi~s \to equal 
benefits from policy measures; and  i ·  \  ,  .  ·  ·  ... :  ~ 
•  on targets basc:d on this anaiysis to correct these imbalances. 
.  .  "\,  .  - ,  .. 
Indicators should then be set to monitor and assess progress on equality. Prdgra!!!_mes and 
measures  should  be  designed  to  fully  address  the  gender-specific  obstacles  to  .equal 
.  .  '  : 
access and participation in  order to make sure that discriminatory effects· are.heutralised 
I  . 
and that gender equality is promoted and a balanced participation of woi:nen'.and l!len  in 
'  ..  •\  \ 
decision-making: structures should be ensured. This could be achieved thtougl:t  measures 
wh~ch aim to_ improve women's career progression and access to  high~r lerel.positions, 
correct the imbalance jn the represent~tion of women or. men in certain ecq.~'qmic sectors 
and occupations, support the increased employment of women and_ iqcre~~:  :~11e level of 
entrepreneurial activity among women.  I  ,·\ \ 
'  \\"  .. 
\ \  . 
I\ 
\\ 
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.\ In this field, it will be important not just to rely on training measures, but to use the full 
. potential of all  el!gihle measures  available,  so  as· ·to- support.· a comprehensive positi.ve. 
strategy. Member States should therefore ensure that active labour market policies are 
made available for women in proportion to their share of unemployment, give particular 
attention to obstacles which hinder women who wish to set up new businesses or become 
self-employed and ensure that women are. able to benefit positively from flexible forms of 
work organisation.  . · 
.  . 
It  should  refl~ct  the  main  objectives  of  the  European  Employment  Strategy  and 
·supplement the general actions airiling at improving the employability of the workforce. 
Strengthening Employability and Entrepreneurship among women 
In Spain, the Ayuntamiento of Santa Perpetua de Magoda and the Association of Employers set up-
a  programme ·tq ·help· women  identify  their career  choices  imd  find  work  using  an  integrated 
approach:  li~king  both. the  needs ~of women  and  the  needs  of local  business  in  the  region. 
·Providing infon;nation  on the career ·options  available was  the-beginning,  then came a series of' 
individual consultations and group sessions for women. Then followed the training itself: from 400 
.  tq 500 hours including both practice and theory in areas such as community services or technical 
administration.  · 
One of the major batriers women face entering the labour market is the lack of  care services. With_· 
fun~iing froin ESF, childcare facilities  were provided for children whose mother were attending. 
traini_11g courses in Liege (Belgium). 
Women are a minority-among entrepreneurs. In -Finland, the ESF supported projects to encourage 
women to set-up their own companies. This project provided unemployed women over 25  years 
old with six ·months training in entrepreneurship and a four-week placement in a company  . 
. . 
u!specific action·s in ObJective i and 2 regions 
/  . 
The  European  Employment  Strategy  is  not  solely  implemented  by  national  policies; 
regional  .and  local· authorities  have  a  role  to  play  in  implementing  the  Employment 
, .  Guidelines with,in their own sphere of competence. There is therefore scope for a strong 
· regional di.inerision  in  the implementation of these  Guid~lines·, which lllay be translated 
into concrete measures through regional programmes under Objective 2. 
'  ,  ·.  .  .  .  . I  '  -
The  essential  characteristics  of  such  programming  in  the  employment  and  human 
resource development fields are ",that: 
•  it must-respond to a local or regional assessment of need and be the result of a bottom-
up programming arrangement; 
•  the  activities  supported .  should  be  integrated  with  activities. supported  by  other 
Structural Funds; 
•  it  must avoid  all  risk  of double  financing  of measures  or. actions  financed  under 
Objectiye 3.  ·  · 
I 
... 
27  -~ In  the regions covered by Objective 2, the identification of nee~s for tnuning and skills 
should go  hand-in-hand with the setting of goals for  the·development or conversion of 
firms  receiving ,investment  aid  from  the  Structural  Funds.  This  could  include,  for 
· example, specifiC actions in the following fields, insofar as they complement the general 
measures under Objective 3: 
•  ·Developing suitable training and integration initiatives and adapting the availability of 
on-going training to the evolving needs of local and regional enterprises, in the context 
of conversion or in anticipation of restructuring in Objective 2; · 
•  Stimulating and responding in an  appropriate lllanner to the training requirements of 
enterprises in the regions eligible for Objective 2.(aid to firms to train young people or 
provide those in work with new skills while also developing new activities· such as the 
development of new  products or processes or satisfying market  potential, including 
taking account of  needs for training in technology). 
• . Supporting the role of local and regional authorities in  promoting the  identification 
and formulation of the needs of firms and in assisting in the adjustment of systems of· 
·  trai~ing and employment to meet local and regional needs. 
These  activitit~s,  based  on  :a  bottom  .. up  approach,  can  be  included· also  in  actions 
undertake~ in regions eligible for Objective 1. 
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PART 3 :. URBAN AND RURAL DEVELOP-MENT AND THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO 
BALANCED TERRITORIAL DEVELOPMENT . 
A harmonious development of the Community tei:Titory takes  plac~ agai~st a background· 
of greater economic intbgration and increasingly global markets.  .  . '  '  '  ' 
It is equally influenced by community policies, each in its 9wn individual manner. This is  . 
the case for-the interventions of the Structural Funds, notably through their assistance to 
urban  development in an  integrated regional  approach and to rural  development in  its 
. dbuble tole of contributing to the  European  agriculttiral  model  and  to  economic  and 
scX:ial cohesion. 
The .complementarity of this  assistance  with  a  more  balanced  development  over  the 
whole of the territory of the Union cannot be taken for granted. It is netessary therefore to 
encourage  an  integrated  process  aimed  at  favouring  a  synergy 'of urban  and  rural 
development in order to make'progress towards a more balanced territorial development.-
·The  Member  States  have·  prepared  a  draft. informal  document  containlng  indicative 
guidelines on  the  long-term  development  of ttle European. territory ·(European  Spati~l 
. Development Perspective). In this context, assistance-from the Structural Funds to reduce 
disparities  between  the core and, peripheral  regions  must be  continued in  view  of the 
incre~sed concentration of activity in part of the Union as well as in certain metropolitan  _ 
areas. The development strategy of each region must also take account of the indicative 
guidel1nes in order to include them in  a broader overall view, not just of the country in 
question_ but .the Union  as  a whole.  Similarly, it  is  important to  take account of trans-
national effects in establishing investment priorities, notably in the trans~ort  .sector. 
Thus, the development of each region will progressively_encourage the emergence of an 
increasing number of zones of economic integration more evenly distributed across the 
Union, and the progressive evolution from.the current centte-periphery·model towards-a 
more multi~centred European area. 
_  A. Urban developm~nt  within an integrated regional policy 
Urban  areas i play a  vital  role  in  -th~, European  economy.  They ,  are · centres  of 
communication,  commerce,  creativity,  innovation  and  cultural  heritage  but  they  also 
consume more than their fair share of energy and  non-renewable natural resources and 
produce  disproportionate  amounts· of  waste  and  pollution.  Medium-sized  towns  in 
particular also exert a  powerful influence qn rural areas.  -. 
The  Commission's  recent  communication:  "Sustainable  urban  development  in  the 
European Union: a framework for action" (notablyactions 1, 8, &  18) sets the context for . 
. work to  be supported by  the Structural Funds in  urban  areas.  As  part of the integrated 
strategy  for  development.  or  regional  conversion,  this  work  should  aim  at  four 
interdependent goals: 
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/ •  greater prosperity and employment in urban areas by enhancing the role of towns and 
cities as re~ional growth poles; 
•  support for social integration, fairness and the regeneration of urban areas; 
•  the protection and improvement of the urban environment as a means of improving the 
quality of life, protecting human health and safeguarding local and global ecosystems 
(including sustainable transport systems, renewable energy sources and rational energy 
management); 
•  contributing to systems for sound urban and local management. 
In both the Objective 1 r~gions and the Objective2_areas, this approach should mean that 
the  various  programming  documents  under  the  Structural  Funds  include  integrated 
packages of operations in the form  of integrated urban  developmen~ measures for  the_ 
main  urban  aieas in  the region  .. Such  measures  will  make  a  vital  contribution  to an 
integrated approach to regional development or conversion. 
Specifically, the restoration of disadvantaged urban  areas could receive special support 
through  an  integrated  territorial  approach  similar  to  that  developed  by  the  Urban 
Community Initiative, whose experience gained from its most innovative measures and 
an approach through partnership could usefully be generalised.-
Furthermore, the measures supported by the ESF under Objective 3 should have a major 
impact in terms of social-cohesion even in the towns not covered by Objectives 1 and 2. 
The renovation of an urban area in difficulty 
· Public and private assista-nce  has been offered to-Aulnay-sous-Bois in  the ite de France region which has 
5 000 council dwellings, with  numerous problems. This takes the form of a major urban project including 
renovation and complementary measures supported by Urban, one of which seeks to reduce insecurity while 
offering new services to the inhabitants in  the form of branch centres providing staff, mobile services and 
offices for local associations.· There is also an initiative to collect bulky objects and recyclable waste. 
,· 
'· 
B.  Rural  development  for  modernisation,  diversification  and  environmental 
protection 
While some of the most dynamic regions of the Union have a rural character, there are 
. many other rural. areas  expe~encing often-acute socio-economic problems reflected in 
· weak demographic structures, insufficient job opportunities and ari  under-provision of 
key services. Many of the difficulties can be traced to the effects of extensive structural 
...  change stretching over several decades, notably the de.cline in the economic--importance 
of agriculture in terms of its conpibution to regional income. and employment. To4ay, 
around three-quarters of Europe's farmers are part-time requinng supplementary sources 
of income. 
At the  same time, rural  areas  still  account for  some four-fifths  of EU territory,  while 
·agriculture is the largest user of rural land and remains a key economic sector _in  many 
regions. 
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In  addition, the multi-functional role of the-agricultural sector is increasingly recognised . 
.  .  ·Besides the economic role of agriculture, forestry and other productive activities, it now 
. fulfils an important social role through the provision of quality products and the supply of 
leisure and recreation opportunities  to town  dwellers.  It is  also  im  important factor  in 
maimaining the quality o~ the environment and the cultural heritage. Rural·areas are  of 
the utmost importance for the development of the European territory. 
For the EU as  a whole, one important aim of rural development policy is. to ensure the 
sustainabi!ity of the European agricultural model. As  such, it forms the second pillar of 
the Common Agricultural Policy. This requires a twin-track approach that supports both 
··  the  development  of a  multi-functional  agricultural  sector,  OI) .  the  One· hand,  and the . 
. broader social and .territorial context in which the agricultural sector exists, on the other. · 
In  the· areas most severely  affected~ those digible under Objectives 1 and 2·, rural policy 
should -seek  both  to 'develop  a  competitive  agricultural  sector  using. environmentally-
friendly methods of production and support for the diversification of farin hQldings  and 
the runtl economy into new activities andsources of employment. Rural development. in 
these terms remains an important element of cohesion policy and at the same time would. 
complete the modernisation and reform ofmarket policies. under the CAP. 
In  these eligible areas, the Structural-Funds and the EAGGF Guarantee Section should· 
s~pport  the  diversification  of  a  competitive  rural  economic  structure  based  on  .· 
encouraging new activities through integrated programmes. Their priorities will  inclu~e: 
'  ' 
•  A stronger agriculture sector ~o 1
ensure that agriculture and forestry are competitive · 
by supporting investment in modemisarion, including the processing and marketing of 
agricultural-and fqrestry products, attempting to  reduce costs and improving product 
quality,.  increasing  the  value.  added'  by  agricultl,lre  ·and  maintaining  agricultural 
holdings·(pri'ndpally by ensuringthatthey can be taken  over by young farmers)  and 
the rural environment (including agri..,environmental measures); 
•  Improving the competitiveness of rural areas by improving access and-.promoting 
. diversification into new activities arid the creation of employment. This includes the 
dev_elopment of tounsm and small firms, most of which produce virtually unique high.:. 
quality products. Other opportunities exjst in the field of rene_wable energy, including 
.. energy generation from urban waste in ruralareas_closeto.major agglomerations;  -
.  .  . 
•  Malntenance  of the  environment and  Europe's  nira~ heritage:· environmental 
.  protection  must  be  a major rural  policy  priority including the  preservation  ~of the 
. .'countryside and natural resources: traditional rural areas, the promotion_ of agricultural 
tourism and the renovation of villages. ·,  '  . 
The  mainstream  rural  development  strategies  cannot ;on  their  own  address  all  the 
'\  problems ·confronting  rural  areas  especially  in  view  of their  local  scale.  The  new 
Community  Initiative  for. rural  areas  will  provide  an  opportunity  for  complementary 
· actions to  the mainstream programmes by supporting actions conceived and carried. out 
by partnerships operating on a local level. The aims are to encourage the emergence and 
development of new  rural  development models,  which .  are  then  disseminated_ through 
.,  /.  ..  .  .  .  . 
networks,  and  to  promote co-operation  between  local  actors .in  different  regions  and .. 
,.  Member States.  ·  ·  , 
.. 
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New agricultural activities in northern Italy 
In the Val Borinida, in  nqrthem Italy, innovative solutions were found in order to support the incomes of 
inhabitants experiencing declining incomes  from  traditional  agriculture, based on  the exploitation of the 
region's  potential  as  a  supplier .  of plants  for  medicinal  purposes.  With  the  assistance  of EU  rural 
development programmes, two new projects were supported, involving the plirchase of equipment allowing 
the automated processing .and packaginf of dried plants and the undertaking of research for the introduction 
of new varieties and to improve quality control· · ·  ·;  · 
By the mid-1990s, production of essential oils reached  1500 kg compared to  120 kg some 10 years earlier 
while  the quaiity certification "biological product" was  obtained guaranteeing a superior market position 
and a higher rate of return. As a result, a new agricultural outlethas been developed in·the region, creating 7 
new jobs. It has also contributed to the maintenance of the natural landscape in a mountainous environment, 
bringing a total of 100 hectares of less fertik land under cultivation.  · 
Sustaining rural communities in Nordrhein-Westfalen 
One of the problems of rural  areas is  the tende·ncy towards the concentration of key economic and social 
services, while access to  towns and cities  ':'ia  public  transport  is  being progressively reduced.  In certain 
Member States, Objective 5b programmes haVe assisted in the re-establishment of basic rural services. For 
examJ!Ie,  in  the small  German  village of Ottenhausen in  Nordrhein-Westfalen,  the local  bakery and  the 
grocery closed down in  1995~ leaving the villagers dependent on_ services some distance away and giving 
rise to particular difficulties for those with problems of  mobility~ With th_e  support of the local inhabitants 
and with EAGGF co-financing, a· new -village  shop was opened but on a  d\fferent basis from pre-existing 
facilities  in  that it provided several services from a single outlet.  It now. ac~ as  a supplier of food  and 
household products, local agricultural products and bio-products as  well as providing important services: a 
post  office,  a  central  agency· for.  shoe  and  linen  repair,  for  cleaning  and  an  advisory  service  on 
·environmental  matters.  Thus  basic  services  - especially  important  for  older  people  and  mothers  with 
children - areprovided locally. It also promotesJocal agricultural products: all  from a disused stable and 
hence restoring part of  the architectural heritage of the village. 
Water recycling in the Canary Islands 
"- . 
An obstacle to development-in the Canary Islands is  the shortage of water,  its  high price and the unequal 
distribution  of water  resources  in  the  islands.  More  than  80  % of the  available  water  c'omes  from 
underground sources. These under.ground reserves have. diminished in recent times, modifying the balance 
between extracted and rainwater sources and leading to a progressive increase in salination. On the islands 
with-the lowest rainfall, it  has  been necessary to  resort, to  desalination of seawater in  order to supply the 
population. Agriculture consumes 60 % 9f available water.· 
.  ' 
··  The shortage of water and its poor quality, along with the competition from an expanding tourist sector are 
two  of the  causes  of the  scaling  back  of agricultural  activity.  On  the  island ·of Tenerife,  a  study  has 
examined the technical feasihility and economic viaf;>ility of a more complete purification of treated water 
· and  its  use  in  diff~rent areas.  Following  the  study,  the  authorities decided  to  invest,  with  the  financial 
assistance of the EGAFF,  in  the establishment of a remote-controlled  water distribution network, tertiary 
purification ·treatment and  the filtration of irrigation water.  This investment  allow~ the agricultural. sector 
· access to a new supply of water. It  has also contfibuted to tourism, the maintenance of green spaces and the 
. improvement  ·in the quality of life. 
C. Synergies between urban and rural  areas: b~lanced  .development 
If the Union. is  to  enjoy the best possible conditions for development, towns and iural 
areas .must  complement each  other.  The  synergies  to  be  encouraged  in  each  region 
assisted by the Structural Funds must be those that favour the multi..:centred and hence 
/  . 
more  balanced territorial. development of the European  Union.  Rural  areas  must  have 
access to the specialist services that only ~rban centres can offer. City dwellers need to be 
provided with  the food supplies. and natunll,  tourism and .recreational  facilities  which· 
rural areas can offer. 
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The contribution of the  Structurill Funds-to  integrated territm;ial  develc;>pment  must  be 
backed  by  support  for  networks  between urban  centres- and  imprqved  links. between 
towns and rural areas designed both to preyent duplication of effort on identical work and 
· . to  promote  a  model  of  land  use  which  is -more .effective  and  more  respectful  of . 
. sustainable  devel_opmenL  The  development  of the role  of urban .. centres,. particularly 
·medium-sized ones; is.of speCial importance in· thinly populated areas. They are the only 
service r~ception points which reach the thresholds for·economic  viabili~y. Co-:-ordination. 
with  national  programmes· may  also  prove  necessary  where  regions  are  only partially 
covered by programmes supported by the Structural Funds.  .  .  . 
·The geographical size of the  re'gion~ covered by Objective 1 is such.that it provides an 
_adequate  framework in  which  to: meet the need for an  overall. approach in  which  urban 
and rural·areas are complementary. That approach should alsp be used in the Objective 2 
areas,_ where it will be _facilitated by the: use of the  sing~e programming ~ocunient for the 
.  new Objective 2. This should be used to prepare strategies which see]( a balance between 
rural and urban areas at regional level.  .  . 
'  . 
·The  inclusion· of integrated  approaches  to  urban  m:  rural  development  in  the various 
· programming documents of the Structural Funds does not remove the nee(i for regional 
programmes. These approaches, which ~ake account of the specific features· of the various 
' 'parts ofa single region, $hould rather provide a basis for  g~obal and jntegrated regional 
_  strategies.  _  · 
they -should contribute to the _creation of areas of dynamic integration as an i!ltematiorial 
scale,  principally  through  highly  effective  trans  .. national,  ,national'  and  regionai 
· infrastructure.  The  interreg  III  Community  Initiative  should  complete  this· process  by 
supporting  trans-European;  and  particularly  cross-border,  co-operation· to  achieve· the 
balanced development c;>f the Union's territory:  · 
/' ·. 
r-----------------------~------------------~----~--~--~--~ 
· ·  ·SENSITIVE AND COASTAL AREAS 
When  structural  programmes  cover  sensitive  and  coastal  areas,  it  is  important  that  they,  in 
conjunction with other sectoral programmes, ensure the 'sustainable de,welopment of such areas. 
Within the  framey.'ork  ofa-regional  economic  strategy,  structural  funds  could :support actions 
.·necesSary for the protection of .these areas, .  including the funding of access· infrastructure and the 
. promotion' of 'nature' tourism.  ·  r 
Priority actions for coastal management encompass:  red1Jctiori  of pollution and rehabilitation of 
_  de  grad~  areas,: control of beach fronts,' excavations and other activities altering' water basins-and 
the Seli floor, and the conservation of natural habitats.  ·  · 
.~·.'·. 
.  .  . 
D.  Specifi~  ·measures for fisheries areas 
Structural  policy  in  the  fisheries  sector (including _aquaculture  and the processing and 
marke-ting of their-products) is a vi~al element of the common fisheries poli9y. It seeks to .. 
·_guide  and  speed  up  the  ~structuring of the  sector· through  the  rationalisation  and 
· . modernisation of the  means  of production  and  other  measures.  which  will ·  have  a 
perinartent iinpact. 
.  _, 
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Regarding the fishing fleets, progriurimes must take account of the following priorities: 
•  The multi-annual .guidance programmes for the fishing fleets, (MAGP IV- until  200 l 
and MAGPV subsequently) remain the reference basis for· the framework for fisheries 
capacity. Hence, priority inust be given. to their implementation (including that of the 
· future MAGP V).  . 
/ 
•  In is also necessaryto avoid undesirable effects. Thus, insufficient renewal could lead 
to the widespread ageing of the fleet; on the other hand, technical progress could 'wipe 
out reductions  in  capacity, .even. resulting  in .  a  wol'Sening  imbalance  between  the 
fishing effort and resources: 
.•  At the technical level, priority must be ·given to the use of more selective. fishing gear 
-and ·methods; improving· the  qu~ity of the  fish  taken  and preserved on board· -and 
'  improving working conditions and safety.  .  . 
0 
In  the rest of the productive sector (aquaculture, the processing Of products), collective 
measures which devote attention to the interests of the whole of the sector have a  much 
greater priority than investment in· firms. Combating environmental problems, improving 
product quality and disposing of surplus or under-exploited species. are also priorities. 
Structural policy in the fisheries sector is also a component of cohesion policy: on 'the one 
hand, Community aid. to the sector is concentrated chiefly in the regions eligible under. the 
territorial Objectives of the Structural Funds; on the other, it seeks to provide a res-ponse to 
the socio-economic difficulties of coastal areas cau~ed by the restruCturing of the sector by 
creating jobs and pi versifying activities in the most promising areas through joint assistance 
from various Structural ,Funds: It is therefore essential to ensure the synergy of the different 
Structural Funds in order t6 guarantee theeffectiveness_of their combined.impact 
Projects 'in support of the fisheries sector 
Processing of products (Belgium) 
In  Antwerp,  a  dozen  fish· processing  companies;  located  in  ·run-down  buildings  in  the  city  centre, 
reorganised into four new firms on an industrial site clos_e to means of transport. Since then, the turnover of 
the new firms has increased significantly.  ·  · 
Aquaculture (United Kingdom) .  . 
Based in Argyll (Scotland) West Coast Aquaculture Ltd was assisted to construct arid equip a new, state of 
the art water re~circulation system to on-grow juvenile turbot and diversify to avoid over reliance on farmed 
Atlantic salmon. By the end of the- year 2000 the company expects to  be harvesting some 450 tonnes of 
turbot p'er year.  ·  ·  ·. 
Collective exploitation _of the shoreline (Spain)· 
In Galicia,  many  projects aimed  at the collective exploitation. of. the shoreline by shore fishermen  have 
allowed the improved conservation of the resource (bivalves) and qua!Tty control of fish products.  · 
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